Fall 2020 Internship
Major Motion Picture Company
Application Deadline: Friday, July 24

Internship Overview:

Integrate Autism Employment Advisors is seeking autistic college students or college graduates with a GPA of 3.0 or higher for full-time, paid internships with a major motion picture company.

- Anticipated Start Date: September 14
- Internship Length: Approximately 10 weeks
- Schedule: 40 hours per week
- Location: Burbank, CA with the possibility of working from home

Mastering, Archives and Localization Technologies (MALT) Intern

The Technology Group of this Major Motion Picture Company is seeking an intern for the MALT software engineering team. This internship is intended to provide meaningful and practical work experience to someone interested in software engineering and Development Operations for the Technology Group.

The duration of the internship is approximately 10 weeks. The Intern will contribute to the development of operational tools for the Digital Archive platform and will work with the team to add new features and capabilities.

These tools will be used in a production setting on a daily basis by operational teams to improve operational efficiency. Examples of this may include creation of an API and UI that allows for the ingestion of localized metadata from internal operations groups and vendors.

Some of the duties will include:

- Writing both code and unit tests for any bugfixes / improvements to the Digital Archive APIs
- Working with a mentor and the team to design additional UIs and APIs, with close emphasis on best practices on interface design
- Participating in daily standup meetings and working closely with engineering and product to help eliminate support issues
- Active participation in code reviews and understanding a product-driven development pipeline
- Writing some recipes in CloudFormation in writing infrastructure as code in provisioning resources within AWS
- Reading API documentation and implementing client calls for external APIs possibly involving Machine Learning or Image Recognition

For more information and an application, email info@integrateadvisors.org.
Qualifications

- Must be enrolled as an undergraduate student in a college or university and in good academic standing (3.0 GPA or higher) or have completed an undergraduate program in a college or university with a 3.0 GPA or higher
- College major focused on Computer Science, Math or Engineering
- Must be reasonably proficient in a mainstream programming language with preference for node.js or python
- Experience with AWS is preferable

Knowledge/Skills

- Must have proficient computer skills; Proficiency in MS Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Outlook preferred
- Must be detail-oriented
- Able to communicate clearly with manager and colleagues
- Ability to work on multiple projects concurrently

For more information and an application, email info@integrateadvisors.org.